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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN
No. 674 of 1989	BETWEEN:
B.P. AUSTRALIA LIMITED
Plaintiff
and
BRYAN CAMPBELL CARRIGE, MARY HAMILTON CARRIGE &
GREGORY LAURENCE CARRIGE trading as ABLE FREIGHT SERVICE
Defendant
MASTER LEFEVRE: REASONS FOR DECISION
(Delivered 17 September 1992).

On	15	July	1992,	the	plaintiff	applied	for	certain orders.

On 31 August 1992, the defendants applied,	inter	alia,
for orders that -
	a notice to admit dated 16 June 1992 and served on them be set aside;
	in the alternative, the time specified in the notice be extended; or
	in the alternative, the defendants be granted leave to withdraw the admissions allegedly made.


Both applications came on for hearing before me on 3 September 1992. It was conceded by the parties that the defendants' application should be considered first as the outcome of the other matters depends on the result of that application. I therefore heard Counsels' submissions on the defendants' application, reserved my decision and adjourned the other application to abide the reserved decision.
On 17 June 1992, the plaintiff served the defendants with what purported to be a notice to admit under r35.03(1) of the Supreme Court Rules.

R35.03 reads:
"(1) A party may serve on another party a notice stating that unless that party, within a time to be expressed in the notice (which shall not be earlier than 14 days after service), disputes a fact specified in the notice, he shall, for the purpose of the proceeding only, be taken to admit the fact,

" ( 2) If the party served  with the  notice does not dispute a fact specified by serving notice that he disputes the fact within the time allowed for that purpose, he shall, for the purpose of the proceeding only, be taken to admit the fact.

"(3)	A	party	may,	by	leave	of	the Court, withdraw an admission which is taken to have been made under subrule
(2) •

"(4) A notice under subrule (1) shall be in Form 35A, and a notice under subrule (2) shall be in Form 35B."


The opening words of the document served on the defendants read: "If you do not, within 14 days after service of this notice upon you, serve a notice on the plaintiff disputing any facts specified below, that fact shall, for the purpose of this proceeding only, be taken to be admitted by you in favour of the plaintiff." The notice then set out in numbered paragraphs the facts in relation to which admission was sought.

The dispute between the parties is over the time allowed for the giving of the notice of dispute. The plaintiff
argues that its document Form	35A	in the Rules.
 complies with the Rule and with The directions	for completing
Form	35A  include  the		need	to		insert	in  the  form	a		time within	which	compliance	is		required		being	a	number	of days "not less than 1411   in	number.			The defendants say, however,		that		the	time			limit	of		"within		14		days" specified		in	the	notice		to	admit		is			not in accordance either with  the  Rule  or  the  form  and  the  notice  is therefore  irregular. They submit  that  what  is contemplated by the rule and the form are clear days.

Notwithstanding  that  view,  the  defendants,  on  2  July 1992, served upon the plaintiff what purported  to  be  a notice of dispute under r35.03(2) whereby the defendants indicated that they disputed all the facts set out in the
plaintiff 's	notice	to	admit. that notice wasout of time.
 The question	is	whether

R3.0l  deals  with  calculation  of time.	The more relevant of the subrules are (2) and (3) which read:
"(2)	Where longer	is calculated day or the excluded.

"(3)	Where longer	is calculated day or the included."
 a period of one day or  to begin on, or to be from, a day or event, the day of the event shall be

a period of one day  or to end  on,  or  to  be to, a day or event, the day of the event shall be


R30.0l(l)	has	the	same	effect	as	s28(1)	of	the
Interpretation Act which reads:
"Where in an Act a period of time dating from a given day, act or event is prescribed, allowed or limited for any purpose, the time shall be reckoned exclusive of such day or of the day of such act or event."


Thus, when an  expression such as "within 14 days" is	used (e.g.	in   rr14. 02,   14.04 and 14.05),	the	calculation		of


time must follow the method set out in r3.01(2) and in s28(1) of the Interpretation Act. The period is calculated exclusive of the commencing day or event and inclusive of the concluding day or event. If that were the expression used in r35, the last day for serving the notice of dispute would have been 1 July 1992. This would have meant that the notice served by the defendants on 2 July was out of time.     R35(2) would  then  have
applied so that the defendants would have been taken to
have admitted the facts in question for the purposes of this proceeding and the plaintiff would have been entitled to apply for judgment on those admissions.

The plaintiff's argument is that fourteen days is precisely what the rule contemplates as a permissible time. It is patently obvious, says the plaintiff, that a period of fourteen days is a period which is not less than fourteen days. The plaintiff says it finds support for its submission from the instructions given for the proper completion of Form 35A. Thus, by inserting a number which is fourteen or more in the form, there is compliance with the Rule.

Professor Williams in "Civil Procedure Victoria" at p2308 pars 3.01.50 and 3.01.55 says:
"3.01.so This paragraph examines the position of 'clear days• as a measure of time in a proceeding governed by the new rules. Rule 3.01 (1) refers to a period of time fixed by the rules, one fixed by a judgment or order in the proceeding and one fixed by a document in the proceeding. In the case of time under a judgment or order, there is nothing to prevent the court fixing time by reference to clear days, although it is to be expected that it would not ordinarily do so. Also, in the case of time fixed by a party in a document, the party is entitled to fix the time by reference to clear days provided that the period is not less than  any period fixed by the rules or by a form of document under the rules.
"In		the	first		situation,		time	fixed by the rules, the indication from the rules		themselves	is				that	the concept of	clear			days	has		no place.			That appears		from		the				absence		of			the expression		• clear			days•			from			the rules  and from  the	existence  of paras
(2)  and  (3).				It		is		submitted		that paras				(2)		and			(3)		must			be		read together;			one		paragraph	does			not apply			without		the			other.							The paragraphs apply whenever a period of time		of			more	than  one day is	marked out	by reference to  a  day or  event  as a commencement		and	to		another day or event		as		a		termination.		Then,			in calculating the time within which the step  or  act  in  question  is   required or permitted to be taken or done, the commencing day or event is  excluded and the terminating day or event is included. That interpretation, if correct,  will  overcome   difficulties that have arisen in the past  as  to whether by the use of certain expressions  to  fix  time  clear   days are   intended.    It   has been  held  that a requirement that •not less than• or
•at		least•		a  certain	number		of	days are		to	elapse		between		one			event		and another,			should,	unless	the			context or	subject			matter	shows		a		contrary intention,	be regarded			as			indicating that			so many		clear		days must			elapse between		the				two	events.							See		Re Railway  Sleepers  suply  co   (1885)   29 Ch  D  204  at   208;  Mount   Oxide   Mines Ltd v Gould (1915) 15 SR (NSW) 290;
Ex  parte  Mccance;  Re   Hobbs   (1926)   27 SR (NSW) 35; Howey  &  Co  Pty  Ltd  v creative   Projects   International    Pty Ltd   [1973]    2    NSWLR     898;    Forster   v
Jododex  Australia	Pty Ltd  (1972)	127
CLR 421	at			429, 444-7			(see also Bear v	The  Official		Receiver		65 CLR			307 per		Rich J		at		311 and Williams		J		at 318).								However,			in			Associated Dominion		Assurance Society Pty Ltd v Balmford			(1950)			81	CLR	161		at			183, Fullagar		J		considered		that		'not			less than'	or				'at	least'		signifies	clear days only where the purpose of the prescription of time is to define  a period on the  expiration  of  which  an act may be done, and not where the purpose is to define a period within which an act must be done.  In  the former case the prescribed number of days  must   elapse  between   the    two acts

or events; in the latter the act must (unless a contrary intention appears) be done before the expiration of the last of the prescribed number of days.

"3.01.55 The following are instances of rules fixing the time for taking a step within •not less than• a certain number of days before a stated event: r 22.03(4) (service of summons for summary judgment): ••• r 50.03(3) (notice of application in respect of report of special referee); •••
••• r 65.04(2) (delivery  of documents on application to Full Court); (r 69.07(4)) (service of copy advertisement of sale); r 71.07(1) (service of garnishee summons);
r 72.02(4) (service of attachment of earning order summons); r 73.06 (service of charging summons). As submitted above, these rules do not have the effect that so many clear days must elapse between the two events in question. For instance, r 22.03(4) states that a plaintiff must serve a summons for summary judgment on the defendant 'not less than 14 days before the day for hearing named in the summons•. That means that  if, say, the day named for hearing in the summons is 16 March, the summons must be served on or before 2 March. In the case of clear days, service would be necessary no later than 1 March. (The learned author included in the text references to rules in Victoria which have no counterpart to our rules and these therefore I have omitted.)
"In Howey & co Pty Ltd v creative Projects International Pty Ltd [1973]
2 NSWLR 898, it was held that a provision in the Rules of the supreme Court of New south Wales for service of a summons •not less than• a certain number of days before the date appointed for the hearing required that the particular number of clear days be given. However, it should be noted that the terms of Pt
2 r 2 in New South Wales and the equivalent provisions in Victoria, paras (2) and (3) of r 3.01, differ somewhat."
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The rules cited by Williams that correspond to our Rules do not all contain the expression "not less than". That expression is to be found only  in r50.03(3). In the other rules referred to in the text above, the expression is "not later than."   I attach no significance however  to what appear to be different expressions used in those Rules. It cannot be said that the use of one form of expression indicates that the other expression is to be given another meaning. In the context of the Rules,
"not less than" has effectively the same meaning as "not later than" and relates to a period within which  something is to be done.  In those circumstances time is to be calculated as indicated in r3.01(2) and (3).

The expression used in r35.03 however is "not ... earlier than 14 days,". It is yet a further variation  in the words used. Avoided is the use of the expressions "not less than" or "not later than". Is  it  then  an expression with a different meaning?

It seems to me that in that context "earlier" has the
same meaning	as "less".
that substitution is made.
 The meaning	is unaltered	if

Fullagar J' s rule of interpretation as stated in the Associated Dominion Assurance case (supra) requires me to consider whether the expression used in r35.03(1) is intended to define the period within which the notice of dispute must be served or is intended as the period  on the expiration of which that notice must be served.  In the former case, the service is to be effected before the expiration of the last of the prescribed number of days. In the latter case, there must be clear days in between.

The very wording of the rule affirms that what it prescribes is a time within which the service of the notice of dispute must be effected.

For those reasons, I find that the notice to admit was
not irregular in expressing the time in the manner it did. The last day for service of the notice of dispute therefore was the last of the number of days  so expressed, namely 1 July 1992. This being the case, the notice of dispute was served out of time.

Accordingly, the order sought in par 1 of the application is refused as is the alternative order sought in par 2.
I will hear Counsel further as to the order sought in par
3.

